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Acrylic Whiteboards 

WITAX™ 
WITAX™ Premium Magnetic Whiteboards 

Magnetic WITAX™ Acrylic Magnetic Whiteboards are a more cost-effective option for a quality 

whiteboard than porcelain, featuring our durable Premium Magnetic coated gloss 
whiteboard surface. 

Surface/Produced WITAX™ whiteboards have a thicker, more heavy-duty coated steel surface than the 

industry standard, making them a higher quality product than most others available on the 
market and are a better choice for quality and durability. Making them best suited for short 
term or less frequent use but still carry a 5 year surface guarantee. 

WITAX™ whiteboards are premium quality dry-erase writing surface with a polymer-on-
steel finish (also called 'lacquer-magnetic'), which gives them gives them excellent rigidity 
and durability but extra lightweight whiteboards. This makes them easier to install and are 
made in a large range of sizes from A4 up to 2400x1200mm.  

Materials They have a robust aluminium frame, honeycomb substrate and galvanised steel back to 

avoid warping and moisture absorption during humid conditions. 

Use The ideal economical choice for situations where the writing surface is not in constant use, 

eg: offices, warehouse, homes, farm sheds & outside of classrooms, or where most people 
are only writing and erasing occasionally. 

Installation  So quick & easy to install. It can be easily installed to existing drywall. 

Fixing Kit included with the whiteboard 

Features Include -Smart aluminium frames 

   -Galvanised steel backing for superior flatness & rigidity 

     -5 Year surface guarantee  

   -FREE fixing kit with all boards - Wall fixing kit, Screw cover caps, Instructions 

   -FREE pen tray with all boards 
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SIZE RANGE  

 

 

 

 

 

... and yes, we can cut 
these down to fit 
your wall space! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Care 

Cleaning &  Dry-erase whiteboard markers can be removed by using a simple eraser or dry cloth. 

Erasing  Permanent markers can be removed using whiteboard cleaner.  

Marker Selection  You can use any writing markers like whiteboard markers, permanent markers, 

neon/chalk markers. For the best writing experience, we have a range of recommended 
markers you can use. For more information please contact us. 

Single-Sided Whiteboards 

CODE SIZE (mm) CODE SIZE (mm) 

AC0203 200x300 AC0915  900x1500 

AC0304 300x400 AC0918 900x1800 

AC0406 400x600 AC1212 1200x1200 

AC0507 500x700 AC1215 1200x1500 

AC0609 600x900 AC1218 1200x1800 

AC0909 900x900 AC1221 1200x2100 

AC0912 900x1200 AC1224 1200x2400 

Double-Sided Whiteboards 

CODE SIZE (mm) 

AC0912D 900x1200 

AC1212D 1200x1200 

AC1215D 1200x1500 

AC1218D 1200x1800 


